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Multilevel Properties of Test Items: An Exploratory Study

M. David Miller and Leigh Burstein

Because of the belief that schooling affects student outcomes, the

e
largely negative results'from school effects studies and large scale

evaluations of the rela'tionship of school.inputs to student outcomes

have caused educational researchers to reexamine the statistical techniques

an'd models which have traditionally been used to arrive at these con*-
.

sions. One methodological issue that has received much criticism has

been the use of standardized norm-referenced achievement tests as the sole

measure of educational'Outcomes.

Rather than abandon norm-referenced tests, an analysis of the tests may

reveal ways to improve them. A po ible method for examining the charac!

teristicg of standardi,zed norm-referenced tests might be a multileve)

examintion of test items. Cronbach (1976) waethe first to discuss the

" possible utility of multilevel item analysis:

Once the question of units is raised, all empirical test construc-

tion and item-analysis procedures need to be reconsidered. Is it

better to retain items that correlate across.classes? Or items

that correlate within classes? A correlation based on deviation

scores within classes indicates whether students who'comprehended

one point better than most students also comprehended the second

point better than most -- instruction being held constant. A

correlation between classes indicates whether a class that learped

one thing learned another, but this depends first and,ftremost

on what teachers assigned and emphasized. It is the items that

teachers give different weight to that have the greatest variance

across classes. This (differential emphasis) leads us to regard
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the between-group and within-group correlations of items as con-

veying different information, and makes the overall correlation for

classes pooled an uninterpretWe blend. (Cronbach, 1976, pp. 9.19-

9.2b)

The effects 'that Cronbach cites need to be better understood, By

considering the multilevel chAracteristics of test item data, test

developers and users could potentially become better informed about test

development, analysis, usage, intetpretation, and reporting. For example,

some test items may be more sensitive to background effects (e.g., prior

knowledge or socioeconomic status); while other items may be more sensitive

to instructional and program variables (e.g., time allocated per content

area, time spent'on high or low success tasks). By learning what variables,,,

an item is sensitive to, test developers will be better equipped to guard

against unknowingly selecting items.which are influlenced by irrelevant

characteristics of the environment in which the test is administered

(irrelevant to,the purposes for which the test is developed). Perhaps

test construCtors will also be able to better select items for 4 test

which are more sensitive to the variable of interest (e:g., amount

learned). At the least, multilevel analyses of test items will.heip

test developers to better describe the statistical properties of the test

and tts items.

This report will be divided into four sections. In the first section,

a theorettcal rationale for examining the muttilevel characteristics will

' be sketched. In the second section, an empirical 'example from the Inter-

national Evaluation of Educational Achievement study (IEA) will be examined.

Next, a preliminary analysis of one test from the Beginning Teacher Eval-

uation Study (BTES) will be presented. Finally, the potential utility of
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of multilevel item analysis and some-possible directions for further

research will be discussed.

Multilevel Analysis
0

The educational system is inherently multilevel. That is, schools

are nested/ithin districts; classes are nested within schools; and
40f

students are nested within classrooms. Data.analysis can be conducted

both between and within each of the varioui levels of the educational

system. Furthermore, analysis between and within different levels can

have different substantive meanings (Burstein, 1978; Burstein, Fischer,

and Miller, 1979;. Cronbach, 1976). Recognizing the importance of the

choice of a unit of analysis, majfor evaluations, such as Follow Through
,

(Hanel', 1974) and,the National Day Care Study (Singer and Goodrich,

1979), have considered this issue in some detail. Since education can

affect students between and within all levels of the educational system,

it has been argueethat evaluations of educatiopal data should look at
-

more than one level of analysis for a more complete understanding of the

determinants of student achieveMent.

Cronbach.(1976) has argued that the "majority of studies of educational

0

effects -- whether classroom experiments, or evaluations of,programs

or surveys -- have collected and analyzed data in ways that conceal more

than they reveal. The established methods have generated false conclu-

sions in many studies" (Cronbach, 1976, p. 1). Schooling effects studies

have traditionally selected one unit of analysis, such as the individual

or the school, and have used a between unit analysis. However, given the

intact nature of educational data, single-level analyses are
s

often inappro-

priate; the.individual-level analysis can]x decomposed into a between-group

16.1.
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anaiysis and within-group analysis. It has been shown that the correlation

., .
* ,

. .. .

of two variables at the individual-level is a weighted combination of the

4.

between-group correlation and the pooled within-t.oup correlation (Knapp,

1977; Robinson, 1950):

PXY nXneRY 4 IT

where Pxy is thecorrelation of X and Y across individuals; qv is the

correlation'of X and Y for the weighted group means; p'(x_R)(y_7) is the

correlation of the individuals deviations from their group means on X

2 2
and Y; and nx and ny are the proportiohof variance in X and Y, respec-

tively, that is attributable to group differences.

It is also-true that the individual-level regression Coefficient
,

can.be decomposed fnto a weighted combination of a between-group coefficient

and a pooled within-group regression coefficient (Duncan,'Cuzzort, and

Duncan, 1961):
, .

2 2%
at = ab

r
nX $w n

X
i

where at_is calculated.by regressing fhe individual level dependent

, measure (Y) on the ihdividual level independent measure (X); 131) is cal-

cuiated by regressing the weighted group means of thCdependent measure

(?) on the weighted gi.oup means of.the independent measure (R); $ is

caltulated by regressing the dependent measure.deviations from the group

means (Y - 7) on the independent measure deviations fromthe group

means (X - 7); and'n; is as defined above. As would be expected, when

the influencelg the groUp is weak, n; approaches zero and 01. approaches

Ow.
Converse)y, when the differenCes on the tndependent measure are

largely attributable to group differendes,-4 approaches 1,0 and aT

approaches f3b.
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Often the decIposition of tile stutnt-1eve1 analysis in educatioffal.

research has been ignored. This falure to take into ac*count the multilevel

'properties of the data has often caused educational researchers to arrive

at misleading conclusiOns about the effects of various determinants'of

educational achievement (Burstein, 1978; Burstein, Linn, and Capell,

1978; Burstein and Miller, 1978; Cronbach,,1976CCronbach and Webb, 1975).

It is possible 'that the examination of data.from a multilevel perspective,

which has too often been absent in other aspects of schOO1 effects studies

and program evaluations, mipht also help us to better understand.why

program and instructional effects on measures construCted from individual-

level- psychometric data are weak. Perheps a multilevel perspectfve appiie0
,.

o -
to test'deielopment and interpretatiOn will help to imprdve the instruc-

tional sensitivity and r*ogram relevance of tests. It is possible that the

multilevel characteristics of item data will show what features of a test.

will imdrease the sensitivity of.the,test to insti-uctional and program

variable'sk

Item Analysis

In order to.better understand the effects mentioned by Cronbach (1976)

and what might be gained from a multilevel analysis ofltem data, it is .
.\

important to be aware of classroom and background processes and how they

effect,differences in between-class and within-class achievement. Cronbach

(1976) su§gested that items that correlate highly across classes should

be indicative4of instructional and pro§ram effects. If soMe teachers

emphasize a given content,area, such as fractions, and others do not,

one would expett high correlattons across classes of items from a test

measuring that given content area. On the other hand, if items correlate

positively within classes, it indicates that students who do well on an

a
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*item relative to the Other members of the class w411 also do well on other

item . This effect might bkAue to differenCes fn students along such

dime sions as ability or motivation. N

The'variance of an item aan also be ,pariitioned into two independent

4

omponents ---betwven-class,varfation
and within-class variation. The

between-class 'Nciation of ah item can be tndicatiye of instructional

and'program variables. DP teacners spend Aifferent amounts of time in

specific.contenf area or they differ in their enthusiasm.for that_

content area, there could'be-a het effect owthe clss which could increase

a

Ihe 'between-class variance.oran item from'that content area. Similarly,

%

the within-class variance could be affected by instructional and program

.. .

variables, but with a different substantive interpretatiOn. While,the.between-
_

'.
...

clas't variabflity can be'influenced by the net effect of classroom and

%

'instructional variables averaged across spidents,-the within-class variability

7

could represent differential sensitivity qf students wtthin a .c1assroom

to instructional and program iartables. For example, students who
.

are active participants in their ljarning might learn more from a given

s prqgram than students who are passive learners. Additionally., withtn-

class, variability mfght.represent.diflerencei inan :Insteuctional or

program variable within the class: For example, teachers may spend ,more
,

time with some students than.others, or time on task may vary within the

classroom.

Finally, the, between-class and within-class components may also

be affected by baCkgreund variables. The between-class component may be due

;to- differitig--ccirfininiftr-C-har.deterfiVE (e

the effects of differences across Classes

sOciOeCOnolifE-iiaEiL-S6ch-as:-;

in the abililies and backgrounds 4L

c

of students. The within-clais component day reflect tie differing abilities
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df students withif-the
class,:differendes in learning rates, or differences

.,

.
.

.

.
,

,
.

. in the students' reactions' to different instruCtional thethodg....
. .

. ..,

..

\\Empirical Examples
a

'1

In Order to better understand how Multilevel analysis Can lead to

informed use of item-data, data from two s urces wt1l be examined.

-The first exampl

Association for

Subject Survey.

e involves abiology\subtest=frot the Intefnational

the Evaluatiomof Edutional, AchievemAt (IrA) Six '

These data were Analzed previouslY by McLarty (l9/9)--e°
.\ *

The second example is drawn from the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

FEA Biology Items

IEA collected data 'frdm 21 countries across six subject areas.
*

Science was considered because ft was a subject that was potentially less

influenced by sources outside of the school environment. Information on

the,development of the science test items is available inXomber and

Keeves (1973). Data on the results of the science test in the United

States is also availablein Wolf (1977).

In order to narrow the focus of.^the analysis, the data from Form B

of the Biology subtest for Population II (14 year olds) in the United

'states were examined. The nine test items (numbered 2 through 10, as on

the test) are contained in Appendix A. For data management and economic

reasons, McLarty (1979) selected a random satple of schools (schools with

less than 20 cases Were eliminated first). The sample actually used for

multilevel item analysis inclUded 1210 students in 50 Schools.

'The descriTtive statistics fol= the items 'are contained in Table 1.

Since.this test was devkloped using,traditional psychometric techniques,
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, .

the individual diferences aremaximized rather than the school differdnces

,:--- \
,

(i.e., SD (within) >5144etween)), Thiehas the likely effect oryielding
,

,.., 0

.
small n

2
. Note'that the

.

proportion of variation accounted for hy the
, . ., .

- ,

schools-eanges from:6-percent oirftem'10 to only 10 percent on item 8.

The item 'intercorrelations are contained in Table 2. 'As McLarty

(1979) Writs out, the lbw within-Ischool corel.ations are probabl clue

0
to the nature of the construct betpg measured. ,Biology covers a wide

range of subject's inclUding botany, zoology, and chemical Rrocesses

Ainvolved in the life cycle (e.g., photosynthetis). Thus, it is conoetOble

4, #
,that a student might learn the material-necessary for,one item and not

. 6

another, depending on what area of bio1ogyLthe student is interested in.

'to that knowing one biology item is not necessarily relatettfto.knowing

another. What relationship there is between items S4-ims tobe due to

s, 4

between-echool differences. Th'e schOlayerage on one item seems to be

highly related to the school average on another item.- These results are

lso confirmed in the point biserial 'correlations of Table 3. -

In Tables 4 through 9, item responses-Were regressed'on-s-61

variables. -The following independent measures were used:

1. Student Sex - 1=ma1eand,2=femaleI

2. Raw Word Knowledge - score'bn 40 item'vocabulary test;
a

3. Liking of BTogy -,five potneascending-scale of a student'

rating of each sthool subjeq;

A. vBooks in the Home - 1=none, 2=1-10; 3=11-25, 4=26-50, and 5= 51

or more;
a

. 5. [fours of Biology Instruction per Week - 1=-do not take, 2=less than-

1 hour,,3=less than 3 hours, 4.--)ess than.5 hours, and 5= more

than 5 hours; and

.11
,
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6. Hours of giology,Homework,per Week
7*

3=less than S hours, 4=less thihj5

- 1=none, 2=less than 1 hour,

hours,-and 5=more than 54hiturs.

Eachitable containsthree rows of regreSsion coefficients-cotresponding

to two.regression.equations:

Y = 6.0

Y = a* +.b-1 R + b X
- 2

The.first row of regression coefficients (total) is derived from the first

_equation - the regression'of-student iiem scafes CY) dn'Ithe student
...

variables mentioned above (X). The remaining two rows come fromithe'

'second equation - the regresSion of stu nt item scores (Y) on the school

-
\

.
* e

meansbf6r the variable (R) and the studentevel measure (X). The,two
,

coefficients b
1

and b are interpreted as the betweenrsthoo4 effeoi after
1 2 , . .

_

controlling for the individual level meaiure and the within-school effect,

%
!/

respectively-(see_Alwin,:1976; Burstein, 1978; F.irebaugh, 1978 .for evidence

on the interpretation). tie

The implications from Table 4 are fairly,straiihtforward. For items

3, 4, 8, and 9, males will score higher than females,in.the same school.

or item .5,.the spposite.effect was found ,(within tRe same school, females

o

'will score higher'than males). Furthermore, for items 2, 4, 7, and:8,

the betweep-school coe0ic1ents s Oest that.schodls with-aiigher raiio

8

.of Males to females will performe igher than schools with a lower ratio.

. . .:

These coefficients may represent sex 4ias at different levels. Scientists

haVe traditionally been viewed as-a Male role. Possibly, thiii expectancy
.,

. ..4 _...-/
.

of different roles for males and females.can be seen through differences,

.in instruction.',Ciasses, with more males may recgve more:science instruc-
,

, .

tion and encodrageMent, 'Imaddition, within the classroom, males may

receive more help and encoUragement froM the teacher than their fethale.

classmates.
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Muth of the information from Table 4 is lost througli examination of
Nt

the between-student (Total) coefficients. First, when'there was only a

between-schooj difference, the between-student coefficients were not

tive ehough to findithy differences (items,,2 and 7) . Secondly, in

lone case (item 10), the between-student analysis found an effect from the

combInation'of two nontigntficant effects (between-school and, within-
. \ ,

.;*

school). The interpretation of this and anY'Other significant\etween-
.

..

,

.
student coefficient ii not as

,

straightforward as the intgrpretato\ n of

'the multilevel cciffficients. As Cronbach*(1976) points out, the between-

student analysis is,often an unInterpretable blend of the between-school

and within-school analyses.

The raw word knowledge test uSed in'Table 5 can be interpreted as

a measure of verbal ability. The positive coefficients in the table shOw

two things% For items 3 through. 10, the within-school coefficients show

that students who are higher in verbal ability than their schoolmates

. ,..are.;more likely to answer the item .correctly. In addition, for ifems

3, 4, 6, 7, and 9, schools with a higher mean vgebal ability did better
/

. on the item than Sthoolt with a lower mean verbal ability. This suggests

that the test may require a high level of verbal ability. An inspection

of the items shows that theystio require aj'airlyAigh level of reajing.

proficiency. The largely verbal format of the test may require, as much
c,

verbal ability as biology. KOwever, it is also possibTél-Fast students

who excel in one apdemic area (e.g., verbal ability) also excel in other

areas (e.g., biology).

Tables 6 and 7 can be interpreted insa similar manner. In Table

6,i1.(king of biologyis an attitudeAndioator. In Table 7, number of
A. .

books in the home can be seen as an indicator of socio-economic status.
; C



The following results were drawn from Tables 6,and 7. Schools with higher

mean attitude toward biology did better on items 3 and 5. 'However, most G,

of the items were more sensitive to within-school attitudes (items 3,

4, 6-10). That is, students that liked biology more than.their peers

were also more likely-to respond correctly to the titems. Finaelly, schools

with a higher average socio-economic status did better on most items (3-10)

and students with a highersocio-economis status-than their peers did

better on items 3, 4, and 6.

The direction of the regression coefficients is consistent with
0

prior findings about the relationship of socio-economic status, liking

47

of'subject matter, and verbal ability to student achievement. lhat is,

schools containing students with'a more positive attitude toward the

subjecleatter, a higher mean socio-economic status or a higher mean

verbal ability were more likely to exhibit higher achievement. In addition,

students who were higher than their peers on the three lariables were

more likely to achieve higher than their peers. However, items are

differentially sensitive to different variables. For example, item 2

is only sensitive to between-school sex differences; whereas, jtem 4 is

sensitive to within-school differences on all four4Variables and between-

school differences on three of the four variables: Also, examination of

the betweep-student coefficients will not reveal,the various processes.

For example, on item 7, the total coefficient on liking of biology, books

in the home, add raw word knowledge represents within-school'differences,

between-school differences, and the combination of between-school and

within-scbool differences, respectively.

Finally, in Tables 8 and 9, two school variables are used 'to predict

item response: hours of instruction, and hours of homework.- As Can be'
.0



seen from items 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,, and 10, the more instruction a student

receives relative to his/her peers, the higher the student will achieve

relative to his/her schoolmates. The amount of homework also had a

,positive effect both between-school and within-schoot. Item 3 shows that

the more biology homework that is done across the.school, the higher the

schdol mean will be for this item. For items 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10, more

homework by the student results in higher achievement than his schoolmates

with less biology homework. Apparently, the amount of instruction and

homework do effect student achievement within the school.

BTES

The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study was sOonsored by the

California Comission for.Teacher Preparation and Licensing with funds

from the National 'Institute of Education. The study was conducted to

examine the relationship between instructional variables and achieveMent

in reading and mathematics in grades 2 and S. Of particular interest

to,this paper was the learning of fifth grade mathematics -- a'subject

area in which a great deal of time and effort are put into teachir

fractions. Tests were administered to six student in each of 25 second

and 25 fifth grade .classes oil four occasions -- (A) October, 1976;

(8) December, 1976; (C) May,.1977; and (p) September,-1977. 'In addition

to the achlevement tests, measures of allocated time, engagement rates,

and success rates were obtained. Students were selected for not being

extremely low or extremely high imability (roughly 30 to 70 percentile).

This restriction in range of entering student ability, combined with the
61'

care taken to measure instructional variables and the development of

instructionally'sositive tests, makes this data set an interesting

,
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eXWmple for examining the relationship between the multilevel character-
.

iitics of items and instructional and program variables.

While the IEA data did have some instructional and school process

variables; the BTES is especially noteworthy for their efforts to develop

instructionally sensitive instruments (BIB, Filby*and Dishaw, 1975, 1976).

Since the goal of BTES was to understand the relationShip 'between instruc-
__

tional variables and student achievement, special efforts were.made to

develop tests which would be reactive to instruction. The researchers

felt that tests used to evaluate instructional processes must be sensitive

indicators of classroom learning. Test items were checked for content

yalidity to be sure that test coritent and instructional content overlapped.

Then, ttems were checked tosee.whether gains were related to instruction

(Carver, 1974). In their analysis, Filby and Dishaw assuMed that students

would perform'better on an item after instruction than prior to instruction.

In addition, students who receive high amounts Of instruCtion in a given

content area Ilere expected to perform better on items from that content

area than students whoareceive less instruftion in that Cc:intent area.

Items that conformed to the two above assumptions were then selected<to

form a reactive, sensitive measure of classroom learning. Using this

technique'ior test development (i.e.item seleCtion), the BTES.tests

did show a significant relationship to ttme allocation by content area

(Fischer, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw,

In order to focus our attention on a manageable data set, it was

decided to work only with the fraction items of the mathematics grade 5

test. Thislurther.reduced the data set since the fraction items were

not given on occasion A (October, 1976). The fifteen ;items from the

fractions'Subteit testeatfie itddeni's ability to i-dentifieciuiV.alent

1 6
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fractions. The skills tested included reducing fractions and finding

the missing numerator or denominator in .a fractional equation. The items

are contained in Appendix B. There were 127 cases on occasion,B (December,

1976), 123 cases on occasion C (May, 1977), and 89 cases on occasion

D (September, 1977). The individual students were drawn from 21 clasSrooms.

Besides having the instructional variables, another difference

between the BTE 'analyses and the IEA analyses was the use of a "pretest".

The, model lor4 .e BTES analysis was the'same except that two independent

oraibles were'used. The dependent variables were the item responses on

occa'Sion C. The independent variables were'the item responses on occasion

B along with:

1. Allocated Time minutes allocated to learning fractions dilrided

by 1000,

2. Easy Time - estimated time spent doing work that is easy for the

student, divided by.100,

3.1. Hard Time - estimated time spent doing work that is difficult

,for the student.

The regression equations are the same as those used in the IEA analyses,

except that thei.e are.now a pair of independent variables in each equation.

. The basic multilevel item characteristics are given in Tables 10a,

10b, and 10c. TwoS features of Oe iables'are especially prominent. First,

students scored appreciably higher on occasion C than on 'occa§l-on B, arid

slightly lower on occasion 0 than on occasion C. As was expected, per-

formance increased after instruction and fell off over the summer vacation.
.

The second feature of these tables is that the average n followed the

same pattern as the mean response. Apparently, the same studenti working
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together within a classrooth-and getting roughly the same level of instruc-

tion within a classroom result in large between-class effects, bLit after

the class breaks 4, the between-class effect.began to diminish. The

pattern of summer loss is unrelated to class membership:

In Table 11 the point biserial correlations are given. The majority

of the'items correlated fairly highly with the subtest at all levels

Of analysis. This meantlhat students who did.wel.1 on an item'alsq did

well on the rest of the test, relative o the rest of the class. ')so,

a class that scored high on the subtest was likely to get the indiv'dual

items.right. Hence, it appears that the test is fairly reliable for

measuring either within-class'or between-class differences.

The .regression analyses are contained in Tables 12, 13, and 14.

Each table is based on the predictiOn of item scores from the same item\

on an earlier occasion and an instructional variable. The "pretest".seems

co,

to hive positive impact on both theDbetween-class and within-class analyses in all

three tables. The positive,within-class effect shows that students who

do better than their classmates on occasion B will do better than their

peers on occaion C. The positive Etetween-class effect shows that classes

that do well on the item on one occasion will alado well on the item

on the second equation.

benefited more from instruction.

/
Instructional effects were also found to be related to item response.

Table 12 shows that for item 9, there was a significant psoitive relatiOn-

ship between average classrbom allocated time and item response. Classes.

which. skend more tfMe learning frictions got better-reiults on this item.--

None of the within-class coefficients were significant. We interpret this

along with an n
2 of .720 for allocated ttme to mean that there is not
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a great deal of variation-of the allocated time of different students

wi_tbin a class. Students within a class Will often work on a giv content

area at the-same time. However, individualization and learning centers

can differentiate the time allocated to different students within a class.
rS

In thecase of Items 1, 2, 4, 4 8-10, and 1?-15,..there,was a confoundiN

of effects. While neither the between-class nor the-within-class coeffi-
-

cients are significant, the total coWicient is significant. This is a ,

case where multilevel item analysis would have suggested a different

conclusion than a total analysis. Apparently, the combinatibn of the

between-class effect ihd the within-class effect does suggest that

students who are allocated more time will perform higher on the item, but

the partitioning of the variance masks the effect. This suggests that the .

between-student analysis can also give usefulinformetion. While parti-

tioning effects into between-claSs effects and within-class efiects'often

*may help to better-understand the classroom effects,-the between-student

effects may also yeild useful and interesting information.

Hard time and easy time are peculiar variables in that they have

different substantive meaning at the two levels of analysis (i.e.,

between-class and within-class). At the between-class level, the variables.

can be interpreted as measures of what level the class is taught at.

However, within-class effects can be atrributed-largely to ability. A

student with high ability will spend a great deal oftime going

through exercises which are easy simply because-he knows more about the

tasks assigned to the whole class-. In contrast, a low 'ability student

will find very little to be easy.

Tables'll and 12 are consistent with our interpretation of the

variables easY time and hard time. At.the between-class level, too much
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easy time has a negative effect for items 1 and 2, and tao much hard time

has a positive effect for item 11., Apparently, too much easy time for

the class is detrimental to learning; whereas, more hard time may be

beneficial to the students. When a classroom is:taught below its'level,

the material covered is already known and no learning'occurs. However,

when a classivom is taught at or above its level, the class excels

because of the challenge. The within-class results were also.consistent

with the 'above discussion. A positive effect within-class foritems 1 ,

and 2 on easy time suggests that students who had more time spent on.

easy activities were the higher achievers. Conversely, a'negattve effect

. for ite s-2 and 11 on hard time suggests that students who experienced

1

more time. on dif-ficul activities were low achievers.

--
The BTES analyses suggests-that there is much to be learned about

the relationship of instructional variables ihd-ttemLrespons'es from a

multilevel perspective. Effects can occur both between and withib-tiasses. *- 4

7--
Furthermore, some possible'different substantive meanfngs were given to

between-class and within-class effects.

Possible Utility of Multilevel Item Analysis

Major concerns about standardized norm-referenced tests have centered

around their prograrelevance and instructional sensitivity. These

concerns are generated by the weak evidence of' program and jnstructional

--effec-ts4Col emanT-Campbel-l-f-Hobsonl-MoPartl a ndT-Moodi---We i nfeld , and York.,

1966; Averch, Carroll, Donaldson, Kiesling and Pincus, 1972) in con-

a

junction with findings that test performance is higher when there is a

substantial overlap between test content and instructional content

(Armbruster,'Steven, and Rosenshin, 1977; 'Jenkins and Pany, 1976; Madaus,

Kellaghan, Rakkow, and King, 1979; Walker and Schaffarzik, 1974) and

20,
r,;
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that even the most broadly based achievements vary substantially in content

coverage (POrter, Schmidt,Floden, and Freeman, 1978).

Clearly, more effort is needed to develop instructionally sensi.tive

measures. Efforts' to developinstructionally sensitive and program

relevant tests have followed two lines. First, there has-been an effort to

0

develop, by curricula and test analysis, tests such that program content

and instructional content overlap with test content. Second, as in

the BTES, investigators have attempied to develop insstructionally

sensitive tests using logical eMpirical methods (e.g., as discussed on

'page 13). However,"yhether either of these tes't development

strategies would have a large impact on the quality of testing in'schools

unclear. The majOrity.of testing currently being conducted.involves

eithei standardized norm-referenced tests or state assessment and competency

testing. 4Typically, the locarschool district has little input to the

test development process and must rely on the publisher's and state
S.

educational agenCY (SEA) "generated results.

While a large-scale development eifort may not be possible, there

does seem*to be some virtue in developing test_ianalysis strategies that

dfstrict personnel carluse to "customize" the standardized test and assess-

ment da. a to their local needs. Such strategies should be within the

technical an economic Means of district research and evaluation staff.

.0ne-way of tacking the problemHis to develop methods to-lhiprove---

instructiOnal sensiti 'ty that test publisher's and SEA2testing_agencies

would willingly employ i eir test dev'elopment actinides. Such methods

would have to both command the ,spect of the applied psychometric community

and be vieWed as economically and'po tically advantageous.

One possible step in the right direc on in the development of instruc-

tionally sensitive tests and'test use may be d from an examination of.

21
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the multilevel characteristics of test item data. As has'been seen,

different items are sensitive to different background and class procesSeS.

Possibly, through the use.of multilevel analyses of itemdata, subtests

can be formed which are more _sensitive to the between-class or within-class

process-of interest, or at least, items could be excluded from the test

resulti which are insensitive to the variables of inter6t.

, Conclusions

Items can be sensitive to background and instructional variables.

Th'ey.can be sensitive either, within-groups and/or between-groups.. That

is, classrooms can have an effect on the student's response to an item.

In addition, the relative rank of a student with respect to an instructional
9

or a background variable can affect the item response.

Explaining multilevel effects on item resiDonse is still at a rudi-

mentary stage and needs to be explored further. What is clear is that a

between-student analysis fails to take into account the.instructional con-

text and its effect on itudent item response. This failure has two

effects. First, the relationship between-item response and other variables

cannot be explained since it is a conglomerate'of two different processes.

That is, tile betweenclass effect and within-class effect may have different '

-substintive meanings which cannot be sorted out in a,between-student

analysis. Second, the'betweenstudent analysis may give a distorted

------view-of.whether.an-effect-does-OrdOis-nOt-eXiit-4hai--is:-the-combtnation

of the between-class effect and within-class effect can work in opposite

dieections*to obscure an effect that does exist, or they can work in the
-4

0

same way to produce a statistically significant effect when neither source

t,

is statistically significant by itself.

22
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t

Clearly, more work is needed to better understand the multilevel .

"
characteristics of items. One possible avenue which may prove fruitful

is the expansion of the present model. Items may relate to variables in

more c611 lei ways. A model might be built:that takes into account

socioeconomic-status, verbal ability, a 'pretest", and instructional

variables simultaneously. Another approach might be to examlne a Variet,

of indices of graping effects for theii- applicabllity to test item data.

Finally, the properties of subtests which might be formed using multi-

level item analysis should be examjned.

(

Co.
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Item # Mean

Table 1:

t. ktem Descriptive Data from TEA

(N=1210)

Standard Deviation

Total EgkEign Within

2 :33 .47 .1 2 ..45 07
,

.65 .4.8 .1 5 .45' .10

.71 .46 .13 44 .08

.

.

.19 .39 .11 .
.38 .01

;63 48 .
.13 .47 .07

. 7

8

.49

.. 25,

.48

.43

.45

.14

,

.46

.4.1

.10

.10

.32 **
.47 .114

414. .09

10 :34. 45 .11 t .43 ,06

Tot4) 4,00 1,82 1,65 ,18

SOURCE: McLarty, 1979.

S

0
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Item_E 2 3

A
Table 2:

IEA Item /ntercorrelations

(N=l2l0 students, 50 schools)

4 5 6 7

2 (total)
(between)
(within)

3 -.02
.03

-.03

'.05 .16
.19 .66
.04

.05 .06 :02

.26 .26 .19

.04 .01

04 .15 .11 ..08
-.04 .53 -.47 .4o

.04 .12 .o9 .05

7 .04 .16 .20 .03 .25

-.ot .58 ,52 .29 .53

.05 .12 .17 .00 .23

8 .10 .14 .11 .08 .15 .14

-.36 .33 .40 .19 .25 .36

.07 .12 .08 .o7 .15 .11

9 .13 .12
43 .49

.10

.44
,07
.29

.07

.37
-.11
.41

.10 .08 .07 .04 .94 .08

10 .05 .04 .01 .o6 .09 .08

.15 .40 .32 .52 .32 .28

.05 ,..01 ,,..01 .03 .08 .06

SOURCE: Maarty, 1979.

29

8 9 10.

.18

.38

.16

.10

.23

.09

.03
16
.02

I.
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Table 3. IEA corrected fiem - total correlation

. Item Total Between Within

2 .12

.23

.52

3144',43

,10

.17

4 ,22 .45 .17

5 .12 :49 ,o

.27 - .47 .24

7 .29 .44 .24'

.28 .47 .25

9 .22 .45 .17

10 ,13 ,50 .10

*



Table 4._ Regression of IEA biology items on sex.

Item

4.

EFFECT ESTIMATES

Between

Unstandardized

Between

Standardized

TotalWithin

,

Total ithin

2 -.1q6* -,025 -.045 -.06 -.03 -,05

3 -.068 -.083* -.090* -.02 -.09 -.09

4 -.219* -,074* -.197* -.08 -.08 -.11

5 -.006 , .070* , .070* -.00 .09 709

6 -.047 -.035 -.040 -.02 -.04 ,.04

7 -.198* -.006 -.027' -.07 -.01 -.03 ,

8 -.223* -.104* -.127* -.08 -.12
,

.9 -.071 -.on*. -.078* -.02 -,08 -.08

10 .007 .05 .054* :00 .06 ,06

* Coefficient exceedsce.its standard error.



Table 5. Regression of IEA biology items on Raw Knowledge.

,

Item

EFFECT ESTIMATES

Between

Unstandardized

Between

Standardized k

Within ,

4-

Total Within Total

2
, .009 .003 .005 .05 .03 ' .05

3 .018*- .018* .022* .09 .19
,

.24

.t

4 :013* .018* .021* .07 .22 .25

5 . - .008 .007* .009*. .05 .09 .12'

6 .014* , .012* .015* .07 .14 .17

7 .018* .017* .021* .09 .19 ,23

8 .005 .018* .019* .03 .22 .24

9 .022* .010*
\

.014* .12. .11 .17

10 .003 .0074f .008* .02 .09 .09

k

e

* Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.



Table 6. Regression of IEA biology items on students' liking of biology.

Item

EFFECT ESTIMATES.

Between

Unstandardtzed

Between

Standardized

Within' Total Within Total

2 -.025
,

.024 . .021
1

-.01 .04 .03

3 .163* .066* .085* .09 .10 .13

4 .099 .045*'---- .656* .05 .07 .09

.

.5
.133* -.010 .006 .08 -.02 .01

6 ,-.019 .084* - .079* -.02 .13 .12

7 .039 .085* . .:090* .02 .13 .14

.8n -.012 .108* .106* -.01 .18, .18

9 .044 .072* .077* .02 ,11 .12

10 .013 .076-* .077* .01 .12 .13

*Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.



Table 7, Regression'of rEA biology items on number of books in the

home.

Item

EFFECLESTIMATES

Between

Unstandardized

.Between

§tandardized

Within 'Total Within Total

2 -.011 .006 ..005 -.01 .01 .01

i

3 .193* .051* .073* .11 -.09 .13

4 .190* .063*
_

.084*
,

.12 .11 .15

5 .097* .026 .037* .07 .06 .08

6 .118* .067* .080* .07 .11 .14

7 .247* .020 .048* .14 .03 .08

/\
8 .162* .027 .045* .11 .05 .09

1 -

9 .137* .021 .037* .08 .04 ,07

10 .132* .011 .026 .08 .92 .05

* Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.
4



Table 8. Regression of IEA biology items on biology ihstruction.

0

EFFECT ESfIlviATE&

Item

.

4

Between

Unstandardized

Between

Standardized

Total

Is

Within Total , Within

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-.086*,

.032

-.038

.036_

-.046
,

-f014

:006

I

.011

-!.023
:

i

.019

.0634

.038*

.003

,

.059*

.047*

t043*

.012

.047*

-.002

.071*

'029

.012

.047*
.

',.044* ._

.044*

.014

.

.041*

.

\-.08

.03,

-.04

.04

-.04

-.01

.01

. .01

-.02

.03

.y1

//.07

. -

:01
.

.10

.08.

.08

.02

.09

b.

,

.

.12

.05

.02
.

.08

.08

.09

.03

.\

.08

* Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.
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Table 9. Regression of IEA biology items on biology homework.

.

Item Between

Unstandardized
..

Within

2 -.066 .024

3 .111* .027

4-
,-.

-.007 .040*

'5 .059 :-.008

6 -.036 .057*

7 -.004 .056*
,

8 .023' ..038*

9 .023 .032

10 -.022 .057*

$.

EFFECT ESTIMATES-

Standardized

Total
, Between -Within Total t

.009 -.05

.051* .08

.039*. -.01

.005 .05

''.049* -.03

.

.055* -.00

.:043* .02

,

.037* .02

.052* -.62

.04 .02

.04 .08

.07 .06

-.02 .01

.09 .08

.09 .09

.07 .07

.05 .06

.10 .09

CoeffiCient exceeds twic its stand' d error.
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Table 10a. Descriptive statistics of BTES fractions subtest - occasion B.

Mean Standard Deviation n

Item Total

1 .58 .50

2 ;54 .50

3 .58 .50

4 .54 .50

5 .16 .37

6 .50 .50
. .

7 .42 - .50

8 .13 .34

9 .09 .28

10 .47 .50

11 .42 .50

12 .31 .46

...

13 .21 .41

14 .41 .49

15 .27 .45

Total :63 3.47

Test I
,

Between Within

.30

.30

.23

.26 .

.18

. .26 P

.31 .

.14

.12

,..25

.25

.24

.19

.22

.23

2.40
.

.39 .37_ ,

.40 .36.

.44 .21 %

.42 .28

.32.
,

%25 .

.43 .27

.31
.,

.39

.31 .18

.26 .19

.43 .25

.42 .26.

.40 .26

.36 .22

. .44 .20

.39
.

\
.25

.

.

2.51 .48



Table 10b. Descriptive s. tatistics of BTES fractions subtest-occasioh C.

Mean
..

Item )

. 1 ,. .50

g N, :83

3 .60
ko._

* 35

t ,.39

6* .73
,

Standard Deviation nZ

.32

.32

_.20

.19

.31

Total Between

o.

Within

.37
.

,. . .38

.,:\- 449

.44

.49

.21

.21

.22.

.19

.2.7

. .31

:32

.44
0

.39

.41,

.45 .22 39 .24

.47 .26 ' .39 ..31

I.

.45 .31 .32 .48

.44 .26 .35 .36

.49 .31 .39 .39

.49. ..27 .41, , .29

.50 .30 .40
.,

.36

.48 .25 .42 .27

.48 .27 .40 .32 9

. 3,63 . 2.41 2.72 .44

.67

..

8 .28

,
9 ,26

10 .60-

11 .62

12 .54*
13 .36

14

15 .36

Total 8.08

Test

4

3-3
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Table 10c. Descriptive statistics of BTES fractions subteSt-ocpasion D.

Item

Mean Standard Deviat/on

.

Total Between Within

1 .74 .44 ee2 .39 .13 .24

2 .77 .42 .20 .37 23

3 .58 .50 .16 ..47.

.

.10

4 . .72- .45 .27 .36 .37 :

5 .24 .43 .25 ..35 i .33

6 .61 .49 .26 .42 .28

7 .53 . %50 .27 .42 .29.

8 .33 - .47 .27 ..39 '.32

9 .31. .47 .23 .50 .23

:,.

10 .60 .49 .26 .42 .27

,

11 .54 :50
.

.21 . .46 .17

12 .61 .49 .22 .44 .26

13 .36 - .48 .23 .43 .21

14 .63 .49 .23 .43 .23

15. .49 .50 .28 .42 :30

Total.,

Test

8.06.j 3.74 . 2.40 2.87 .41 . A

3 9



Table-11.-BTES fraction subtest - cbrrected, part-whole correlations:
.

Item

-OCCASION:-

Total

0

Between Utthin

DICB DB .

1 .552 .486 .485 .601 .549 .737 .444 .439 :354

2 .563 .343 .419 tk .725 .400 .701 .429 .320 .293

3 .169 .194 .267 .394 .078 .299 -.014 .257 .219

r

4 .415 .388 .261 .579 .313 .396
.

.287 .371 .203

5 .035 .260 .548 -.148 .589 '.807 -.027 -.121 .366

.6 .523 .419 .353 .616 .492 .551 ''.404 .414 .269

7 .660 .410 .580 .634' .492 .685 .559 .420 .540

8 .549- :624 .632 .667 .769 .810 .449 .519,

9 .337 .595 , .602 .606 .793 .804, .281 .45-4 .457

.10 .457 .372 .476 .476 .630 .372 .319 .466

11 (.511 .521 .382 .288 .630 .191 .509 .438 t.274,

12 .375 .443 .320 .595 .622 .351. .221 .368 .256

13 .195 .37.6 .380 .389 .666 .475 .139 .242- .318

14 %303 6.385 .320 .571 .428 .094° .137 .304 i.342

15 .337 .536. -.345 .491. ,583 .359 .210 .395 .249



Table 12. Regres.;ion of BTES fraction items occasion C on fraction iteom occasion B (PRE)-and allocated time (A.T.).

.

... Item

,

Between ..

4

.....

UNSTANDARDIZED

Total

'

t

r

Between

STANDARDIZED

Total _Within Withind

,
PRE A.T.. PRE

"

.

A.T. 'PRE A.T. PRE

,

,

i

\-

A.T. PRE A.T.
.

PRE

.

9'

.

A.T.

2

0 3

4

5

6

7

8

;012

.107

-.022

.047

-.004

J.050

-.002

JP

.118

.030

.077

.108

.222

.140

.063

.131

-.012

.048

-.128

-.151

:41g*

.319

.296

.124

.555

.100

.162

.392*

.098

343*

.005 ,

.177

.284*

.227

:124

.305*

.257'

t168 0

-.127
.

.342*

.125* .

.113*

.001

.134*

.236i

.094

.055

' .170*

0 .198*.

.181*
,

.133*

.197*

IC .2.12*

.181*

.134*

. ,

.115

.114

:363*

197*

.420*

.094

.255*

.374*

,/il

.246*

.387*

.353*

.287*

.012

.385*

.
.02

.18

-.12

.07

-.01

-.07

-.00

.23

.42

.04

I-.2?

.05-

.10
/

/.41.
,

/ .38

.23.

.06

.1.1

.19

-.34

.23

.10

.08'

-.02

.27

.29

.23

.24

.-.11

-.12

.04

-.10.

.-.07

- .25

.12

.17

.08

.17

.07

i- .24

.23

.15

.22

.25 ,..

-.00

.

.13

.21

.39

.tc

.25

.01

.18

.21

.14,

:13

.31

.24

.15

-.13

, .32

.24

.21

.00

.24

.16

.15

.08

.27

.33

.28

.19

.28

.31

.28

.21

a

.15

.15

.36

.23

.31

,p11

.24

.28

.16

.25

.40

.33

.25

.01

.36

r-----9

In

11

12

13

14:

15

.296*

.030

.2.172

.041

.079
...

.318

..288

...

.174

.200

.162

.162

-.071

-.076

,

.243

.482*

.4.41

.322

:570

549*

-.007

*toeffIdent exceeds twice its
!

standard error. ,

.?
.

:



Table 13.. Regression of BTES fraction items occation C on fraction items occasion'B (PRE) an

Item

Between '

UNSTANDARDIZED

Total ' .Within

PRE EtT. PRE E.T. PRE E.T. PRE

l' -.108* .097 -.008 .105 .022 .087 -.39

2 -.171* .114* -.131 .168 -.000 .102 -.55

3 -.051 -.021 -.188 395* -.053 .371* -.13

4 .010 :026 .351 .108 .037 .192* .03.
. .

5 -.036 .054 .561 349*
, .038 .496* -.10

6 -.033 .053 .247 .266 .032 .090 -.10

7 -.018 .014 .093 .188 .002 .221* -.05

8 -.030 .032 .500 .279 .009 .358* -.08

9 -.034 .048 .169 .230 .020 .261 -.10

10 .058 -.019 .445 .127 .025 .244* .16

11 -.103 .090 474* .293* .005 .442* -.30

12 -.126 .099 ' .431 .181 .001 .339* -.37

13 -.085 .090 .574 .138 .014 .293 -.26
,

14 -.012 .028 .631* -.114 .019 .013 -.03

1
. .

15 -.123 .117 :268 .330* .021 . .416* -.37

Between

E.T.
,

.42

.46

-.07

t. .10

.18

.19

.05

.09

. .14

-.05

.30

.33

\\;32

.1q,

.40

STANDARDIZED

.W..ithin
.,

a

PRE E.T. PRE

--.01 .14 .09
t.

-.10 .22 -.00

-.08 .39 -.17
,

.21 .13 .14

'

.21 .26 .12

.15 .03 .11

.06 .20 .01

.15 .20 .03

.05 .14 .06

:23 -.13 .07

.25 .3.0 .02

.21 .17 .00

.22 .12 .05

.29 -.11 .06

.13 .31 .07

Total

E.T. \

' .11

.13'

.37

.22'

.36

.10

.23

.26

.16

.25

.45

.32

F .26

.01

.39

a
Coefficient exceeds twice its Standakd error.

\
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Table 14. Regression of BTES fraction items occaSion C.on fraction iteMs occasion 8 (PRE) and hard time (H.T.).

Item,

Between

UNSTANDARDIZED

. Total . Between.

STANDARDIZED ,

TotalWithin Within

, PRE H.T. PRE H.T. PRE H.T. PRE H.T. PRE H.T. PRE H.T.
. .

1, .017 -.030 .023 .082 -.020 . .095 .11 -.25 .02 .11 -.17 .12

2 .022 -.047* -.116 .139 -.036* .103 .-.37 -.09 .18 -:28 .13-

3 -.032 -.016 -.261 .376* -:032* .332* -.14 -.10 -.12 .37 -.20 .33

4 .016 -.005
_

.373 .111 .006 .267* .09 -.03 .22 .13 .04 .24

5 .042 -.029 .545 .358* -.001 .603* .20 -.19 .21 .26 -.01 .37

4

6 ;003 -.009 .270 ..019 -.006 .096 .02 -.06 .16 .02 -.04 .11

-.052 .021 '' .114 .210 -.ow .226 -.26 .14 .07 .22 7.05 .24

8 7-.008 .7.008 .480 .274 -.013 .348* -.04 -.05 .15 .20 -.09 .26

9 .004 -.020 .161 .249 -.017 .282 .02 -.15 .05 .16 .-.13 .18

10 -.013 .022 - .440 .134 .010 .245* -.06 .15 .22 .14 .07 , .25

11 .056* -.054* .487* .290* -.021 . .430* .29 -.37 .26
.

.30 -:14 .44

12 .021 -.029 .395 .193, -.014 .327 .11 -.20 .19 -.10 .31

13 .031 -.017 .677 .161 .001 .294* .17 -.12 .22

..18

.14 .00 .26

. 9

14 .014 -.006 .627*
,

-.119 .005 .010' .07 -.04 .29 -.12 .03 .01

15 .043 -.040 .285 .328* : -.015 ' .416* .23 .13 .31 -.11 .39

*Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.
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Biology Test Items _Form B

Target Content Beha. Average Nkd. Popul. Effect.

Popul. Area vior Facility Discrint. Discrim. Distr. Easier in Harder in

Population 11Test 4 B
a

2.. Its on espreiment grows leaves were pot in a jar and II Biol. Under. 36.4 ;27 E, D E Iridia FRG

the apparetits wlf kept in the.dark. Lime water was
turned cloudy by th. gas thet 'fanned. in the jar. (13) Iran_ ..Finland,

Which of the following OM the heft es planate* of Netherlands
this "'soh? .

A. Nam, produced by photosynthesis
1111. O Waf produced by respiratios

s

C. CO, wea producmIlty respiratio.
D. 0, sada used lip in !aspiration
E. Calle*. ptuitted by photeeyotheais

S. John beseghl U. skull of an animal to school. H. II Biol. 'ApPlic. 63.3 33
Mader soul kr am n.t brow what the imimal was
bet she was sure tbet it was one that preyed en other (I B.6) (12)
animal, for its fool Which dot, do you think. led
kr so thiwrowelusien?

A. Me Ilya markt! faced sideways
I. The skull was much lonpr than it was wide
C. Theto was a projecting ridge *log the tap of tho

skull
D. Foos the teeth were long end pointed
L The jaws could :ark sideways is weil *a up end

4iewn

Belgium (Fr) Scotland

Finland Thailand
Itaiy

. .

4. Tow wowed to furs which ad three types *of soil II Biol. Under. 54.8 29 Belgium (Fr) Belgium (F1)

flay, mu. or hmenmauld I. best for growing (1A.8) (13) Netherlands FRG
Iwo.. He found three flowepou. put a different :ma
of oad in each ptt. and planted the same number of USA . Hungary
b... I., mbeh, as amen in the drawing. He placed

,

Mom sal:be 4.4..... its wiewlew sill aml gave each a Japan
. ,.., A.... 0.....4.1 of water.

mut cur SAM

Sly was Too's nporialest NOT good ewe far kis
18111**?
A. The plants in ono pot got wore sonlight than the

plates:U.4w other pew.
a. Thipameest a sod in each pot way not the earn*
C. One pot Auld hare been placed in the dark
D. Tom awd different anteunto of water
I. The plastaca14 yew hot as th wislow nu

1

S. The drawing tereents pine cell. In which of the it Biol. Inform. 17.1 17 D C Finland Hungary

(14)
.

four regions Worked might ehloroplams be found?

A. fel( .44
S. to L sally
C. Is AI may
D. le Neely
L la both IC owl I.

II. The imam fee phowyntharis it penally *Masai
'

A. eilstepfiyll.
a. eaproplaak
C. awallek.
D. flakahfelecii
L owls* dhoti&

iI Biol. Inform. 62.1 25

(I Ma) (13)
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Chile Belgium (F1)

Intfia Belgium (Fr)

Iran FRG

New Zealandj *Thailand



A2

Biology Test Items - Form B

,,,Target Content Beha- Aserage Med. Popul. Effect.

Popul. fkrea vior Facility Discrim. Discrim. Distr. Easier in Harder in

t The disita;rs below Avow sn donde .1 idea,. 11 Biol. Under. 48.7 36
pondeects muse equltie etionism. During the day .

sito orgoniens ettherfuse up or gine WI or . (118.2) (13)
Mown by the strews.

1.
Choose dm r!ght answer for (19 sod 0:11,; horn the
allerwatims oven.,

A. is omen and G is Cad*, ileeide
L is *xygen smIG is car boh ydr ate

C. nitrogen ere! (S esehon dim Lie

D. is carbon dioxide soda) is Innen
L is carbon dioxide spa G is carboh ydrste

Thailand Netherlands .

ff. What len an oitim miscle. list is. musclo which II Biol. Infornt. 21.8 31 B, D, E C .. Hungary Japan

I. doing work, glee up to dm bleod? ... (14)
Italy

A. Grimm jiosiele.
I. Oxygen
C. Nitrogen
D. Vitamin 1

v

E. Glucose ., A

t Th. Andes we high stoostaine in Sooth Ame;ics soil II Biol. Higher,. 20.8 19 D, E D India Belgium (F1)

litWe inhabitants ilett and work st high altitudm.
..

(17)
Iran - Sweden

Them people have ehnoe twice pa many red cop
reel.. in therr 10.3 as do the people Rains ps the
o11... I% b.....1. Ofte Of MI (CAM iftg I. ill, WM. es.
14.041* oi 0461 *

..

talee IAst iv. prowrilt ftlial 0,
see ..ANtanti b14.1 wards tutd so new fad

a. Iereo.k.
can be produced mote gukkly

i;m021 there is e smaller amount el tylfa in
dm air of the Ands. the initehiums Werthe mom
simply in order to inmost the,smal amount of
*Awn in theie hangs
Ise the Andes there is lam wygen entering the
hums etf the inKtititanu so thst an increase IA the
mrtobee of red corpuscles ensiles iatj., pm
minim of thi ggert to he simorbeti

,D. Inhabitants of the Ands Red were tent car.
mesas. to transport rtypett thromh the blood
meek Woes* them is los axygen.in the air they
Weide? .

Li Th. lomo pie proem in the Anits caters blood
so circulate more gukkly throogit th blood ets.
Nib end so more red corporal,, opt medal to
Imasimet the 'mg..

11111. AN of the following ate everts of the reprodoctim Biol. Inform. 33.9 18
peewee. Which one of them mem occur frefere me
so be enetain that leetlisseion has takm place? (10A.7) (16)

A. Amok seganim mos liml nom
I. Reptodeem. wring loud pembeeed
C. VW; nootkis of a male gamut mom fose with that

de female pmete
D. A speesoometwm mom emit an enema
IL A lenesk one*. most WIWI a same of lead lee

dr embryo

4

Belgium (Fl) Japan

Iran
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BetWOen

STANDARDIZED

TotalWithin

PR H.T. PRE H.T. PRE

,

H.T.'

.11 -.25 .02 . .11 -.17 .12'

.12 -.37 -.09 .18 . se -:28
,

.13- If

-.14 -.10 -.12
,.

.37 .-.20 .33

.09 -.03 ,,,, .22 - .13 .04 .24
,.

.20 -.19 .21 .26 -.01 .37

.02 -.06 .16 .02 -.04 .11

-.26 .14 .07 .22 -.05 .24

-.04 -.05 .15 .20 -.09 .26

.02
,

-.15, . .05 .16 -.13 .18

-.06 .15 . .22 .14 .07 .25

.29 . -.37 .26 .30 .-.14 .44

.11. .r.20 ..19 .18 -.10 .31

.17
,
-.12 .22 .14 .00 .26

.07 -.04 .29 -.12 .03 .01

.23 -.28' .13'
,

.31 -..11 . .39

5 0



Between

STANDARDIZED

Within Total

PRE E.T. PRE, E.T. PRE E.T.

-.39

...Ni -.55

-..13

.03

.10

-.1

-.05

-.08

-.10

.16

-.30

-.26

-103

-.37

. .42 -.01 .14 .09 .11

.46 -.10 .22 -.60 .13

-.07 -.08 .39 -.17 .37

.10 .21 .13 .14 .22

:18 .21. .26 .12 .36

.19 .15 .03 .1 i .10

05 .06 -- - .20 .01 .23

.09 .115 .20 .03 .26

.14 .05 .14 .06 .16

\-.05

\.30

.23 .13 .07 .25

.25 .30 .02 .45

.17 .00 .32

\
.32 .22 .12 . .05 .26

.10 .29 -.11 .06 Al

,.40 .13

1

.31 .07

s,

.39



Between

PRE A.T.

.02 .23

.18 .06

-.12 .11

. .07 .19

-.01 .34

-.07 .23

-.00 .10

.23 A

.42 -.02,
.

.04 47

-.22 ,29

.05 .23

.10 .24

.41 -.11

. .38 -.12.

STANDARDIZED

TotalWithin

PRE A.T. PRE J A.T.
,

.04 .13
.

.24 .15

-.10 .21 .21 .15

-.07 .39 .00 .36.

:25 .11 .24 .23

.12 .25 .36' .31

.17 .01 .15 .11

.08 .18 .08 .24

- .17 .21 .27 .28

.07 .14 .33 .16

, .24 .13 .28 .25
I

.23 .31 .19 .40

;15 -.-4 .28 . .33
-

.22 .15 , .31 .25

.25 -.13
,

.28 .01

-.00 :32 .21 .36

54'



Table 14. Regression of BTES fraction items occasion C on fraction items occasion-B (ORE) and hard time (H.T.).

7 4.

UNSTANDARDIZED

Item

Between Within Total

PRE H.T. PRE PRE H.T.

1 .017 -.030 , .023 .082 -.020 .095

2 , .022 -.047* -.116 .139 -.036* .103

3 % -.032 -..016. -.261 .376* -.032* .332*

4 .016 -.005
.

.373 .111 .006 .207*

5 .042 -.029 .545 .358* -.001 .503*

6 .003 -.009 .270 .019 -.005 .096

7 -.052 .021 .116 .210 -.008 .226

8 -.008 -A08 .480 .274 -,013 .348*

9 ' .004 -.020 .167 .249 -.017 .282

10 -.013 .022 .440
,

:134 .010 -.245*

11 .056* 7.054* .487* .290* -.021 .430C

12 .021 -.029 '.395 :193 -.014 .327

13 .031 -.017 .577 , .161 .001 .294*
I

i

t'
14 .014

,.

-.006 .627* -.119.- .005 .010
:

15 .043 -.040 -.285 .328* -.015 .416*

% .

*Coefficient exceeds tWice its 'standard error. 54



Table 13. Regression of BTES fraction items occation C on fraction items occasion B (PRE ) and easy time (E.T:

s

/
de. 1

.
,

'UNSTANDARDIZE6

SetWeer . Within 1

,.

Item PRE E.T. PRE :

1 -Jos* .097 -.008 .

'2 -.171* '.114* -.131

3 =.051 - -.021 -.188

4 .010 .026 ..351

5 -.036 .054 .561

6 -..03 .053 .247'

7 -.018 .014 .093
,

8 -.030 .032 .500..

.

.29
-,034 .048 .169

:10 .058. -.019 .445

11 -.103 , .090

12.' .1.126. .099
.

, ,, .

\ I

13 \-.085 .090'

\
14

:

-.012 .028
,

15 -:1'23 .117
., .

:474*

:431

.574

.631*

.268 -

.
aCoefficient exceeds twice its standard error;

PRE

Total

E.T. °. E.T.

(105 ,022 .087

.168 -:000 .102)

.395* -,053 .371t

.108 .037 .192*

349* .038 .496*

.266 .0,32 .090

.188 ,002 .221*.

.279 .009 .358*

.230 .020 .261

.127 .025 .244*

.293* .005 ..442*

.181 .001 .339*

.138 .014 .293

-.114 .a19 .013

330* ,021 :416*

56
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Table 12. Regression of.BTES fraction items occasion C on fraction items occasion B (PRE) and allocated time (07.1,

UNSTANDARDIZED

. Item

Between Withfin Toial

PRE PRE A.T. PRE A.T.

1 .012 .118 :048 .100 ; :125* .115

2. .107 .030 -.1248 .162 .114

3 -.092 .077 '-.151 .392* :13*0101 .363*

4 .047 .108 .412* .098 .134* .197*

5 -.004 .222 .319 .343* .236* .420*

6 -.050 .140 .296 .005 .094 .094

es

7 -.002 %063 .124 .177 .055 .255*

9

8 .. .168 .051 .555 .284* .170* ., .374*

9 .296* \\ -.012 :243. .227 .198* .251c.

10 .030 .174 .482* . .124, .181*

11 -.172 .200 '.441 .305* ..133 .387*

12 .041 .162 .322 .197* Ny .353*
\

.13 .079 ..162
.

.570 \5.8
.212* .287* elf

14 .318
.

. -.071' .549* -.12 :1'81* .012

'\15 .288 -.076 -.007 .342* .134* .385*

*Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.

er


